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the dutch police and the international police also sought information from the dark web portal alphabay, a hub for various marketplaces for illegal goods and services, including
weapons, drugs, hacking services, and child abuse content. other than explicit child abuse content and child exploitation content, darknet marketplaces are also a major source of child

pornography for distribution. earlier this year, alphabay was taken down by the police and seized. unlike darkscandals, alphabay didn't require any kind of payment for the content
hosted on its marketplaces. on 14 october 2018, the fbi, along with dutch and belgian law enforcement, arrested an unnamed administrator of darkscandals. in addition to child abuse

images, authorities seized darkscandal’s bitcoin wallets and the site’s hidden service, hidden deep within the tor network. on april 30, 2018, the fbi, europol, and the dutch national
police arrested the administrator of darkscandals. the administrator was charged with child abuse, distribution of child pornography, and money laundering. on august 10, 2017, the fbi
and dutch authorities arrested a darkscandals administrator in the netherlands. in addition to making the case against the administrator, the netherlands also pressed the charges of
child abuse and child pornography against another darkscandals site administrator who was arrested in germany. in april 2016, netherlands police announced that an administrator of

darkscandals was arrested in germany for possession and distribution of child abuse material. at the time of the raid, the administrator had over 1,900 child abuse video files in his
possession.
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